
TSMAD23/DIPWG4-04.B 
Status of Actions from DIPWG-3 (Seoul, April 2011) 

Action 
No. 

Action 
On 

Agenda 
Item Action Item  Status 

1 JP/CH 8.1A To publish the deferred amendment on Mariners Object Colours  Complete 
see S-52 MD-9 

- CH 8.2A Set a correspondence group to consider which simplified or paper chart symbols to keep and bring 
recommendations to DIPWG4.  

Complete 
see 08.1A 

2 RC 8.3A Write & Issue a deferred amendment to create a 360 degree sector around a major light (10nM or greater). Amend 
the CSP (LIGHTS05) to create this symbol applying the relevant filtering outlined in the accompanying paper.  

Complete 
see S-52 MD-9 

3 UK 8.4A 
Set up a correspondence group comprising of SevenCs, Transas, and Furuno to draft a deferred amendment 
specifying the minimum specification for the cursor enquiry and pick report based on the accompanying paper and 
comments provided by stakeholders at DIPWG3 meeting.  

 

4 UK 8.5B Take into account section 2.2 of the accompanying paper on “Display Categories” in the deferred amendment for the 
minimum specification for the cursor enquiry and pick report defined in the above   

5 JW/JP 8.5C Take the agreed assessment by AU of the issues relating to the display priorities and issue as a deferred 
amendment for review at the next DIPWG meeting.  

Complete 
see S-52 MD-9 

6 JP 8.6C 

Issue a deferred amendments for the following:  
1.  Presentation of the Landmark feature object pending a question from SHOM 
2.  Restricted Area Entry Prohibited 
3. Option 1 to check the code of object and in case if it is NOT WRECKS to check the value of EXPSOU. If it is 
missing or unknown AND if the value of WATLEV = ‘3’ then return to the calling procedure with the value of 
LEAST_DEPTH calculated in the loop for underlying group 1 objects 

 
1. Completed (MD-9) 
2. Completed (MD-9) 
3. Withdrawn 

7 TM 8.6D Contradictions in Presentation of Navigation (Mariners’) objects between IHO Presentation Library and IEC 62288. 
UK to make a proposal to IMO for IHO to take back mariners objects. Liaise with IEC when they reopen IEC62288  

8 TM 8.8 Proposal to Produce a New Version of S-52. UK to submit this as a proposal to HSSC3 for consideration at the next 
meeting.  

Complete 
See HSSC3-05.3B 

also see 09.6A 

9 US/UK 9.2A Set up a DIPWG focus group to finish up the S-100 portrayal model and to finalize the portrayal catalogue format. 
(Furuno, SevenCs, Jeppesen, Transas)  On-going 

10 CH 9.3A Set up a correspondence group to prepare section 9 for S-101  On-going 

11 BG AOB 
TSMAD/DIPWG to enter into correspondence with the Swedish and Danish Hydrographic Offices to gather more 
information relating to the incident between two vessels navigating the TSS roundabout in southern waters of 
Sound.  

 

12 HB No 
Paper Finalise the outcome of the break out group documenting the agreed way forward Complete 

see 09.1A 
 


